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 Make sure that the phone has connected to the internet. If you click the download button, the file is immediately copied to the
computer and the program automatically installs it. It should read installed on your phone. This website uses cookies to offer

you the best experience. And that for me happens.I am sure there is a way to make it work but for me is not. Although it will be
a massive task. For more information about the source of this problem.Reply 19,5 months ago.So now it may be different, the
flashtool only "sees" the phone as a completely different device. Open the file named flashtool_5.1.2.You can read more about

this error code here. The following steps should work. Is the flashtool currently installed in your phone? Is the flashtool
command line compatible with your phone? If the flashtool is NOT installed and NOT compatible with your phone, contact

your phone carrier. Reinsert your flashtool. To learn how to make the switch to iOS 12.3.1, do one of the following: Get a free
Google Account. Log in to your Google Account. Download the free Google Play Store app and install it on your device. If this
continues, contact your device manufacturer. On the Home screen, tap Settings. The "About Phone" section is the default. Tap

the Menu button. Comments: The other Android phones are no different than the Samsung Galaxy S7 or S7 Edge. The only
difference is the MTK chipset. Some are more successful than others. No worries. If you are using the latest hardware, it is

unlikely to be solved. I was able to fix it using the Android 9.0 Oreo ROM (for certain Androids) but I am not sure if this was
by coincidence or not. Reply 19,5 months ago. Cannot download ZIP file, received error: How to download Flashtool.zip? i did
this 4 times, 4 different ip addresss. All of them. No worries. 5 Replies to Can't download flash tool ZIP file, received error: No

ZIP file found. Sign in Sign Up. Reinstall: Here is the tool I use for extracting.Bundle. How do I delete the flashtool? What is
the folder name of flashtool for Samsung phones? How do I reset my Samsung Galaxy S4 to factory settings 82157476af
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